Doctor Breather
I have seen an increase in patients that respiratory problems. These respiratory problems have increased because of the rise of ozone levels in our town. We need to make a change that will reduce the amount of ozone in our air so our citizens have the chance to live healthier and happier lives.

City Council
Something must be done about the ozone problem or we will lose money from the government that supports our town. We want to make every citizen happy and we may need to make some compromises.

Asmalita(or Asmondo), sick student
My illness is asthma and it is caused by the pollution in the air. I do not like having to take medicine or not getting to play with my friends outside. People should stop polluting the air especially those power plants. I mean you can see the pollution rolling out everyday.

Mayor Nosebeard
The increase in ground level ozone levels is due to the increasing number of vehicles on the road. The town should tax those vehicle owners for their pollution. I want to keep my citizens happy but also do not want to lose money from the federal government.

Mack the Truck Driver
Do not tell us we have to be taxed for our trucks. We work hard and those taxes could leave many of us without a job because we cannot afford to pay the tax. Keep jobs for the citizens in our town and look for another way to reduce pollution.

Metropolitan District Director
We cannot just tax the vehicles that will not decrease pollution anyway. We also cannot afford to build a subway or train system because it will take millions of dollars and years to build. We should increase the budget for public transportation and tax the truck drivers who idle their trucks at the rest stops overnight. That is where most of the pollution comes from anyway.

City Planner
The truck rest stop is the major contributor to the ozone problem. With the taxes we make from the truck emissions, we could fund improvements in our town. We need to look at building a better public transportation system such as light rail or a subway. Planting trees is another good option.

Power Plant Manager
The high levels of ozone are caused by many factors in the community. We should be able to provide energy to our citizens with both the lowest cost and the lowest amount of impact on the air we breathe. We need to keep jobs in the community so we need to find a way we can all compromise.